
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON GEOLOGICAL TIME

Can you correctly answer these questions about the geologic time scale and the history of life on Earth? Tags:Geology
Quiz, dinosaur, fossil, Geological Time, Geological Timescale, Geologic Eras, Geologic Periods, paleontology,
prehistoric. Top Quizzes Today in Science.

It is impossible to tell â€” they are "relatively" the same age. Student behaviour is assessed via displayed
reasoning acts of recalling facts, posing questions, making evaluations, and pausing. If a sandstone in contact
with a granite contains fragments of the granite, what can you infer? Response Items. Can you correctly
answer these questions about the geologic time scale and the history of life on Earth? What is meant by the
principal of original horizontality? An offset of sedimentary layers along a fault. From validation interviews
students displayed gaps in their understanding of geoscience terminology and a lack of technical vocabulary
when reasoning questions out-loud. The answers to this exercise are posted at the end of this chapter below. A
four step process involving: establishing instructor expectations of students, development of an assessment
mechanism from existing resources, think-aloud validation with student volunteers, and an iterative refinement
process for the developed assessment mechanism revealed insights on student behaviour and creating
multiple-choice tests. The levels of division of the geologic time scale, from smallest to largest are. Are we
talking about centuries, millennia or even longer time scales? The concept of radioactivity. Layers of sediment
are deposited in a nearly horizontal orientation. If a dike protrudes through several layers of rock, what can we
conclude? Cross Section Quiz Fig. A batholith resides nearby. It is impossible to date very early rocks. It is
impossible to tell how long the breakup would have taken. You will be told if your answer is correct or not
and will be given some comments. Scoring a job today can feel like an impossible Distinctive fossils It is
impossible to tell Students are now able to access learning activities, tests, quizzes, and Practice exam
questions written by Timothy H. All rocks were originally horizontal. Question 1. Time required: 60 mins
activity Placing a specific date on an event. Questions and Associated Student Answers to Single-. What do
we call the feature left by a cycle involving deposition, then removal of previously-deposited sediment by
erosion, then a return to deposition? The name of a dike or other feature that cuts across the layers. A
sedimentary surface that represents a time gap in the sedimentary record. Tilted non-horizontal strata.
Foliation in metamorphic rocks was originally horizontal. The principle that the layers were originally
horizontal. The rock layers are igneous. What is an unconformity? Establishing that something happened a
very long time ago. This study serves as a springboard for further scholarly investigations of geology
education at UBC. The principle that higher layers are younger. Heaton , Professor of Earth Sciences,
University of South Dakota Click the circle by an answer with the mouse, then click on the Submit button to
get a response. GCSE Geography Geological time, landforms, rocks ages, scale ; Geological time is measured
in millions of years and is almost impossible to imagine. The rock layers formed before the dike.


